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▪
▪

VR is the continuance of 4 years of active, private copper-gold exploration in Nevada;
RTO in March, 2017; TSXV: vrr.v;

▪

Big Ten Project, NV (Au) – epithermal gold-silver in Walker Lane belt; 7 properties along 20km trend; Round Mtn
analogue nearby; continuous work in 2018-2019; NI 43-101 complete; drilling planned Q3-Q4, 2020 at Amsel.
Reveille Project, NV (Ag-Cu) – Carbonate Replacement Deposit (CRD) in Walker Lane; 2 x 3 km property with 7
high grade showings with no modern exploration; summer 2020 = airborne surveys, sampling & drill targeting.
Ranoke Project, ON (Cu-Au) – large-scale Cu-Au iron oxide breccia; first-pass drilling started in Feb. 2020;
Hecla-Kilmer: carbonatite with mag-cu-au never tested; airborne EM in June; first-pass drilling in fall 2020.

▪
▪
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The VR Board has Created Over $1.5 Billion through Discovery and M&A in Past 10 Years
▪ Darin Wagner, Chairman
▪ Dr. Michael Gunning
Audit: Davidson & Company
▪ Craig Lindsay
Legal: Gowling WLG
▪ Mick Tompson
CFO: Blain Bailey
Dr. Michael Gunning, President & CEO
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

30 years of industry experience
CEO of Hathor Expl. acquired by Rio Tinto for C$654m in 2012;
Executive Chairman of Alpha Minerals acquired in
2013 for C$180m
Exploration in the Americas with Teck Resources;
Mapping & mineral deposit research with gov’t surveys
VR = current focus, 100%

The VR Board is Committed, Owning 12% of VR Stock
IPO Structure on 36 M Shares ($4M raise)

Current Structure on 72m Shares undiluted:
- 85m Fully Diluted on 7.5m Warrants & 6.1m Options
** Working Capital, October 2020 = C$ 2.6m
12% = Insider

38% IPO Investors

56% Private Expl.
Company

48% = Retail

5% = Industry

March 2017 ... June 2020

35% Institutions
6% CPC Shell

Additional Information at:

www.vrr.ca
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Value Creation in Exploration and Mining
VR is focused on the
steepest portion of the
value curve - DISCOVERY

DELINEATION
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Key Points for VR for Second Half of 2020
❑ $2.2 M raise in June for $3.6m Treasury
❑ Acquire H-K property in ON, complete first
ever EM survey on Cu-Au breccia target, and
work into Ranoke drill plans for Sept.
❑ Acquire Reveille silver property in Nevada,
complete array of surveys this summer
while planning for drill program at
nearby Amsel gold target @ Big Ten
Gold grains in historic drill core
residues, Hecla-Kilmer Property
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NEVADA

Good Infrastructure:
• Easy access from Reno; International airport;
• Nearby towns for service hubs;
• Road access to and through properties;
• Power and rail infrastructure;
• Temperate climate; year round exploration;
• High desert range = no forest cover.
Solid Ownership; Solid Jurisdiction
• Properties owned 100%
- no carried interests;
• Supportive regulatory environment with long
history in mining; efficient permitting;
• Properties outside of sage grouse protection areas.
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Regional Setting of Big Ten & Reveille Projects,
Walker Lane Gold-Silver Mineral Belt, Nevada
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The Reveille property is large, covering a district of historic, high grade silver workings located in the south Reveille range
and dating back to the 1870’s. There has been no modern exploration or drilling. VR will be the first to apply new
exploration technologies and modern CRD mineral deposit models to explore for the root source of the surface showings.
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Silver at Reveille is widespread and high grade, and alteration and replacement of limestone is intense.
Hydrothermal shatter breccia with silver-rich
red silica cement, Lincoln showing;
2,060g/t Ag & 0.6% Cu.

High grade silver in chimney pipe collapse
breccia, Silver Ace Showing; 1,535 g/t Ag; 0.5% Cu

Outcrop of jasperoid alteration at Coyote Pup with 1.9 g/t Au and 2.9 g/t Ag,
located immediately north of structural corridor with target conductor

Banded, semi-massive manto-style replacement of completely
altered limestone at Zebra showing; 1,155 g/t Ag; 0.12% Cu
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Reveille
a large
covering
high-grade
silver-copper
CRD district
Theistarget
forproperty
the potential
corean
ofhistoric,
the overall
CRD silver-copper
hydrothermal
which lacks
any modern
exploration
drilling;
VR will target
new, covered
magnetic
system
at Reveille
relates toornew
property-scale
geochemical
vectors
and and
EM anomalies
as the
high temperature
of theflank
overall
mineral
covered
EMpotential
and magnetic
anomalies oncore
the west
of the
range.system.

Target conductor
Halo to Magnetic
Anomaly
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The target for the potential core of the overall CRD hydrothermal system at Reveille
integrates structural mapping, geochemical vectors and EM and magnetic anomalies
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Detailed schematic cross-section of the western flank of the Reveille property. The targets for the potential core
of the overall CRD mineral system are new, covered magnetic and EM anomalies in the valley floor, at the
southwest end of the fold axis and fluid pathway that leads to the collapse breccias with silver at Zebra showing.
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VR owns Seven Properties along 20 km Trend at Big Ten

Regional aeromagnetic
base map, USGS
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Amsel is the focus in 2020, with plans to drill the previously untested,
high temperature core of the 2 x 3 km alteration cap.
2 x 3 km potassium radiometric anomaly;
Quartz-adularia alteration of rhyolite tuff
Historic pits and shallow
RC holes in alteration cap

Au-Ag-As-W-Mo soil anomaly in
resistivity cap above IP anomaly

View east from western edge of property
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Amsel Property: 9.1 g/t Ag, 1.2 g/t Au
Smpl # 2472

Quartz-adularia-pyrite alteration, with sericite, in quartz
vein breccia with open space in rhyolite tuff / tuffisite.
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There
core of the
2x3mV/V
km alteration footprint at Amsel is outlined by integrated
The target: IP anomaly
(red iso-shells
@ >10
chargeability) 500anomalies
x 700 m on plan
extending geochemistry
from
in IP,and
gold-silver
and high temperature alteration minerals …
surface to 500 m depth,…
and
correlated
with
silver
soil
and there is high grade gold and silver even in the low temperature halo
anomaly and high crystallinity sericite alteration minerals.
- The sample with 311 g/t Ag and 4.1 g/t Au is located
on the northern margin of the integrated target.

Base map = 2018 airborne radiometric survey
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Drilling Planned, Fall 2020: After 3 years of surface exploration at Amsel, the target is clear for a large,
pyrite-bearing quartz vein stockwork with gold and silver and extending from surface to depth.

IP profile across the 3D inversion block model at Amsel, with
the high resistivity iso-surface draped on top. The high
resistivity correlates with a silica-adularia alteration cap in tuff.
The IP anomaly is targeted for a pyritic quartz vein stockwork
with gold and silver. The anomaly is 700 x 900 m on plan, and
extends from surface to 500 m depth in the 3-D inversion
model. The strongest gold-silver soil anomaly, and greatest
concentration of high temperature adularia and muscovite
alteration minerals correlate with the main IP anomaly, on the
historically unexplored southwest flank of the hilltop at Amsel.
Photomicrograph of polished section showing reflective
pyrite in quartz-adularia tuffisite breccia shown on Page 10.
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Three historic RC holes in 1981 on the top, and the side of alteration cap at Amsel hit gold.
With new Exploration Tools, and a modern mineral deposit model for Round Mtn., VR plans
to complete the first drill test of the core of the hydrothermal system at Amsel in the fall of 2020.

Schematic Section across the Big Ten mineral trend at the Amsel Property
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The Ranoke Property is in the Kapuskasing
Structural Zone (KSZ), a Long-Lived
and Continental-Scale Structure

Attawapiskat Kimberlite Fields
(170 Ma)

Base Map from Geological Survey of Canada

Oka Carbonatite
(135 Ma)

Ranoke & Hecla-Kilmer
Cu-Au Projects
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Ranoke & HeclaKilmer Projects, ON
The Right
Combination:
Covered target with
no outcrop and no
road access =
previously
unexplored and
never drilled …
But near local, active
infrastructure.

- Ranoke Property
360 claims covering
7,400 ha in a
8 x 12 km block
- Hecla-Kilmer Property
80 claims covering
1,649 ha in a
4x 5 km block
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Both the Ranoke and H-K
properties are centered on
complex magnetic anomalies
associated with large gravity
features located along the western
margin of the Kapuskasing
Structural Zone, a long-lived,
crustal-scale fault which hosts
numerous alkaline, ultrabasic and
carbonatite intrusions and
kimberlites which span more than
1.7 billion years of history, from
1,950 Ma to as recent as 150 Ma
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Hecla-Kilmer is a concentrically zoned, polyphase carbonatite complex emplaced on a tectonic-scale suture zone:
the boundary between the Wabigoon and Quetico sub-provinces of the Archean Superior craton
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The central portion of the H-K carbonatite complex is untested for a magnetite-copper-gold-fluorite
hydrothermal breccia deposit. VR will evaluate targets based on new airborne EM and magnetic data.
Polyphase Carbonatite Complex;
4-6km Zoned Magnetic Anomaly
1970 ddh;
base metals

Target in 2020 = magnetite-copper-gold-fluorite
hydrothermal breccia

copper, gold & fluorite grains
in regional till survey
1981 ddh;
diamonds
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There is copper, gold and fluorite
in hydrothermal veins and massive
vein breccia replacement in
basement rock in historic drill core
from holes located on the periphery
of the Hecla-Kilmer complex and
designed to test cover rocks for
uranium and zinc

magnetite – fluoritechalcopyrite breccia

Magnetite – chalcopyrite vein
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Drilling in the Fall, 2020 targets new and previously untested, large MVI magnetic anomalies
as the potential center of large magnetite-copper-gold-fluorite hydrothermal breccia bodies.

* White lines are traces for drill holes planned for 2020; black lines with solid triangles are historic drill holes from 1970.
* MVI 3-D magnetic inversion from Condor Consulting, below RDI conductivity model from VTEM + airborne survey, Geotech Ltd.; Aug. 2020
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The Hecla-Kilmer polyphase
carbonatite complex presents
a large target for a magnetitecopper-gold-fluorite
hydrothermal breccia target,
as shown by the superposition
onto the island of Manhattan in
New York, New York.

* Shown are drill site locations
identified on the company’s
drill permit from the MENDM,
Ontario, in September, 2020.
* Outline of complex is based
On high resolution airborne
magnetic survey and 3-D
inversion model completed
in August, 2020.
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Disclaimer
This Presentation has been prepared by VR Resources Limited (“VR”) using its best efforts to realistically and factually present the information contained. However,
subjective opinion, dependence upon factors outside VR’s control and outside information sources unavoidably dictate that VR cannot warrant the information contained
to be exhaustive, complete or sufficient. In addition, many factors can affect the Presentation which could significantly alter the results intended by VR, rendering the
Presentation unattainable or substantially altered. Therefore, interested Users should conduct their own assessment and consult with their own professional advisors prior
to making any investment decisions.
This Presentation does not constitute a prospectus or public offering for financing, and no guarantees are made or implied with regard to the success of VR’s proposed
ventures. Interested investors are advised to seek advice from their investment advisors.
Technical information has been prepared in accordance with the Canadian regulatory requirements set out in National Instrument 43-101 and reviewed on behalf of the
Company by Dr. Michael Gunning P.Geo., a Qualified Person.
Caution Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
This Presentation contains “forward looking information” and “forward looking statements” (together, “forward looking statements”) within the
meaning of securities legislation in Canada and the United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, as amended. These forward looking statements relate
to analyses and other information that are based on forecasts of future results, estimates of amounts not yet determinable and assumptions of management.
Forward looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements about the future. Often, but not always, forward looking statements can be
identified by the use of words such as “plans”, “expects” or “does not expect”, “is expected”, “budget”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, “intends”, “anticipates” or
“does not anticipate” or “believes” or variations of such words and phrases or statements that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might” or
“will” be taken, occur or be achieved. Although the Company presents assumptions herein with regard to certain forward looking statements, management believes that
the assumptions made, and the expectations represented by such statements are reasonable; regardless, there can be no assurance that a forward looking statement
referenced herein will prove to be accurate.
Forward looking statements by their nature are based on assumptions and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may
cause our actual results, performance or achievements, or industry results, to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or
implied by such forward looking statements. Such risks, uncertainties and other factors include, among other things, the following: the ability of the Company to
successfully raise money to fund its business and/or exploration programs; the ability of the Company to successfully operate its mineral exploration programs; the
speculative nature of resource exploration; the effect of foreign exchange regulations on exploration programs in Nevada; the absence of mineral reserves on the
Company’s properties; uninsured risks; uncertainty of actual capital costs and exploration program costs; changes in commodity prices, including copper and gold, but
also other metals which in the past have fluctuated widely and which could affect the financial condition of the Company; currency exchange rate fluctuations; risks
related to the Company’s primary properties being located in Nevada, including political, economic, and regulatory instability; uncertainty in the Company’s ability to
obtain and maintain certain permits necessary for current and anticipated exploration operations; the Company being subject to environmental laws and regulations which
may increase the costs of doing business and/or restrict planned exploration programs.
Although VR has attempted to identify factors that would cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from those disclosed in the forwardlooking statements, there may be other factors that cause actions, events or results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. Also, many of the factors are beyond
the control of the Company. Accordingly, investors should not place undue reliance on forward looking statements. The Company undertakes no obligation to reissue or
update any forward-looking statements as a result of new information or events after the date hereof except as may be required by law. All forward-looking statements
herein are qualified by this cautionary statement.
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